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Abstract: Sodium hypophosphate is mostly applicable for
improving protonic ion movement in the materials. Easy water
absorbent blend polymers of poly vinyl-chloride and poly vinyl
–pyrrolidone are mixed with sodium hypophosphate for using as
polymeric membrane of electrochemical device applications. The
various composition of solid electrolytes are prepared by solution
casting techniques. Structural functional group of prepared
materials of polymer matrices are characterized through FTIR
spectroscopy. The electrical conductivity of the sample is
determined through measured cole-cole plot of impedance data at
different temperatures. The maximum electrical conductivity is
calculated in the order of 10-6 Scm-1.
Keywords—Solid electrolyte, PVA, PVP, FTIR, Impedance,
Activation energy

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy with unpolluted required for regular life style of
human being, reduction of poverty expansion and well growth
of economy in whole world. Now a days, energy conversion
systems i.e conventional energy sources are used as easy way
for consumption which has a snag of producing polluted gases
like carbon di oxide, sulphur etc[1]. Due to less availability of
the conventional sources suchas fossil fuels, coal, gas, etc.,
electrochemical energy systems are acceptable as a
environmentally and economically creation of renewable
energy sources. The best suitable energy conversion
electrochemical energy sources are batteries, fuel cells and
supercapacitors [2-5]. In which, various kinds of solid state
batteries are more acceptable in electronic devices
applications. In all types of electrochemical devices, solid
electrolyte is very much essential component to gain its
properties technologically [6-9]. It should posses highly
inherent properties such as best ionic conductivity (σ≥10 -3
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Scm-1) which is closest to the ionic conductivity of liquid
electrolyte, Ion transference number (tion) should be nearest
one, highly chemical, thermal and electrochemical stabilities,
high mechanical strength and it should be compatibility with
electrode materials [10-12]. Due to the remarkable properties
such as fabricating flexibility, easy formation, less weight and
more chemical and thermal stability with long shelf life at
operational temperature solid polymer electrolytes are more
employed for solid state primary and secondary batteries,
asymmetric and symmetric supercapacitors and also DMFC
and Proton exchange membrane fuel cells, etc[13]. Different
categories of ionic conducting namely H+, Na+, Li+, K+, Cu+,
Ag+, etc., films are involved the growth of electrochemical
devices. More metal phosphates make best acceptable OH
groups and forming less oxygen deficiency which improves
the better protonic conductivity. Various challenges adopted
to produce polymer electrolyte such as synthesizing new
polymer, blending two or more polymers, cross linking
polymer, adding plasticizers to polymer , using phase
inversion method, adding metal salt in polymer, adding some
inorganic fillers in polymer matrices to increase amorphous
nature. Amoung all, Blending polymers are enhanced the
ionic conductivity inaddition to decreasing poor mechanical
stability, solvent volatility and chemical instability. PVA
blended PVP polymers are providing more effectiveness as
solid electrolyte [14].
Here, we aimed to synthesis PVA and PVP blended
polymer matrices incorporated with sodium hypophosphate
salt in different composition to enhance the electric properties
of film. The synthesized films are structurally characterized
by FTIR and analysed its dielectric properties.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Sample preparation
Polymer blend electrolytes in Stoichiometric ratio of 50 wt %
of polyvinyl-alcohol and 50 wt % ofpolyvinyl- pyrrolidone
and x wt % (1,2,3,4 and 5) sodium hypo phosphate are
synthesized by solution casting method. Due to different
compositions, PVA and PVP powders are dissolved by
distilled water individually. These are named as A and B.
Sodium hypo phosphate (NaH2PO4) is also made as aqueous
solution which is named as C.
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All the precursor solutions are added in 100ml beaker and
stirrred with continuously to obtain transparent solution. The
final transparent solution is stirred constantly with maintain
temperature 60 oC. The sol is become as gel and it is kept in
oven to dry. The dried film formed as film are characterised
by several methods. X-ray Diffraction showed the amorphous
nature for all the dried salt mixed blend polymer films. The
structural identification are analysed using Fourier transform
Infrared spectroscopy methods.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy
The structural identification and formed functional groups are
analysed using Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy
analysis. Transmittance spectra of FTIR is examined using
“SHIMADZU IR tracer 100” spectrometer with resolution of
4cm-1. The spectra is plotted in wavenumber region of
4000cm-1
to
400cm-1.

B. Impedance spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy deals with the microstructure of
polymer materials. Fig. 2 shows the complex impedance plot
of different composition of sodium hypo phosphate mixed
PVA/PVP at the room temperature. These cole - cole plots of
blended with polymer are showed inclined semicircle, which
indicates non-Debye behavior in the materials. It is equivalent
to the parallel combination of resistance and capacitance. For
1wt%, 2wt%, 3wt% and 5wt% of sodium hypo phosphate
mixed blend polymer matrices, one small inclined spike is
started at lower frequencies. It is also equivalent to the
capacitance serially connected with parallel combination of
resistance and capacitance. The bulk resistance is determined
from the intercept of the semicircle on the real axis at the
lower frequency in cole-cole plot of complex impedance. The
lowest bulk impedance is measured as 40617 Ω for 5wt%
sodium hypophosphate mixed blend polymer system than
other. By measured bulk resistance from fig. 2, the electrical
conductivity of NaPO2H2 mixed polymer blend electrolytes is
calculated using the method σ = l/RbA, where „l‟ the thickness
of the film, „A‟ the area of the film and Rb the bulk resistance
of the material.

Fig.1. FTIR spectra for various composition of sodium hypo phosphate
mixed blend polymer films.

The IR spectra of various composition of sodium
hypophosphate mixed 50PVA:50PVP blend polymer is
shown in Fig.1. The characteristic predominant OH stretching
vibration broad band of pure PVA has been observed at the
region of 3595-3065 cm-1 in the blend polymer electrolyte
system. The observed bands at the region of 3000-2850 cm-1is
assigned to the characteristic vibration of CH and CH2
stretching of PVP matrix[15] The IR bands formed at 600 850 cm-1is ascribed as C-H asymmetric stretching and C-H
rocking of pure PVA[16] and are shifted in the blend polymer
system and its composition. The bands at the region at 1080
cm-1is observed corresponds to C-O stretching of acetyl
groups present on the PVA backbone [17]. In Figure 1, the
obtained band at the region of 1400- 1500 cm-1 is assigned to
the characteristic vibration of CH deformation of cyclic CH2
groups [18]. The vibration band at the region of 1550 -1700
cm-1is attributed to Contribution from C═O and N-C of PVP
[15]. The bands are slightly shifted towards lower frequencies
in higher concentrations.

Fig.2. Cole – Cole plot for Various composition of sodium hypo
phosphate mixed PVA and PVP blend polymer sample.

The electrical conductivity is calculated and 2wt% sodium
hypophosphate mixed blend polymer system is leading as
1.18×10-6 Scm-1 at ambient temperature.
The electrical conductivity is also plotted for different heat
treated temperature for all composition of polymer matrices.
The conductivity is raised while increasing temperature for all
compositions. Fig.3. indicate logσT vs 1000/T plots for the
various composition of sodium hypophosphate mixed PVA
–PVP blend polymer systems. The activation energy is also
calculated from the slope of the linear curve obtained in the
plot.
Fig.3.shows that the plot of calculated electrical
conductivity for various temperatures. It has showed straight
line because of the increasing electrical conductivity. The
activation energy is calculated by slope of straight line using
the formula σT = σ0*exp (-Ea/KT). The activation energy is
found to be0.668557eV for 2wt % sodium hypophosphate
mixed PVA/PVP blend polymer electrolyte system. The
obtained lower energy indicates
the formed enough voids to
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improve high range movement of ions. Hence, the electrical
conductivity is also obtained as maximum for this
composition.

polymer electrolytes. The bulk impedance are also analysed
by the obtained semicicrcles of cole-cole plot for all
compositions. The electrical conductivity is calculated as
maximum for 2wt% sodium hypophosphate mixed polymers.
It is found to be1.18×10-6 Scm-1at ambient temperature with
activation energy 0.66eV. Because of the formation of high
electrical conductivity, it can be applicable as solid
electrolyte for electrochemical device applications.
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